Highest Quality Presentation
The YesLaw DVD provides a complete and convenient solution for videotaped depositions
synchronized with the transcript.

No Software to Buy or Install

Highest Quality Video

Flexible Viewing

Each YesLaw DVD disc includes the
necessary software to view synchronized
transcripts, edit video clips, present the
clips in the courtroom and export the
video clips directly to case preparation
or presentation software such as
PowerPoint®, LiveNote®, Sanction,
Summation, and more!

Video is the most effective and persuasive
type of evidence. Don’t let blotchy, grainy
video detract from your presentation. With
YesLaw DVD, video is captured in highquality MPEG-2 format. This retains video
quality when blown up to a large screen
size, allowing you to present the deposition
evidence without distracting artifacts.

For maximum compatibility and
convenience, a YesLaw DVD can be played
in a standard DVD player or a Windows®
PC. In both cases the video is synchronized
to the transcript.

Build your case. Make your argument.

Find your video...fast!
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Courtroom Playback
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Instantly edit and play clips in the courtroom.
The YesLaw CD includes computer-compatible versions of the video and transcript
as well as a collaborative toolset to manage the deposition content.

No Software to Buy or Install

Leverage the Power of Video

Compatibility & Convenience

Each YesLaw CD disc includes the
necessary software to view synchronized
transcripts, edit video clips, present the
clips in the courtroom and export the
video clips directly to case preparation
or presentation software such as
PowerPoint®, LiveNote®, Sanction,
Summation, and more!

Because YesLaw makes video easy, you
can now take advantage of its power.
Experienced presenters know that video is
the most effective type of evidence. Now
you can use video in pre-trial hearings,
mediations and settlement proceedings.
More video testimony means more
convincing presentations.

The YesLaw CD provides up to two-hours
of video in highly-compressed MPEG-1
format on a CD disc. When using a larger
capacity DVD data disc, a series of MPEG-1
files covering the entire day’s deposition
video can be included on a single disc –
no more swapping discs to find your
testimony.

Build your case. Make your argument.
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